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The following discusses some of the lesser known accessory and auxiliary command set equipment that turns up from time to time to intrigue most amateurs.

When the Type K Command sets were conceived in 1935, they were to be a complex of modular components which could be assembled in flexible arrangements to suit the requirements of a wide assortment of combat aircraft. Before World War II ended ten years later, that plan was realized with a proliferation of gear that even its designer, Dr. Frederick Drake, could not have foreseen.

Some of the less-ordinary parts to the command sets are truly rare, and seldom turn up in surplus. Others are common, but few hams have realized just what function they serve. A few are highly interesting, their design of possibly unrealized value today.

The purpose of this account is to list these lesser-known parts, outlining the wide scope of the command concept with an eye to providing information the author believes has not previously been available.

The spectrum of Command Receivers originally covered seven bands reaching from 200 kc to 20 mc. A 20-27 mc unit was designed on a 1939 Navy order, but the highest three bands were never bought in quantity. Reserved for relatively long-range liaison communications, the frequencies between 9 and 27 mc were covered by the more bulky RAX sets, used in heavy aircraft. The RAX of course had space for an additional r.f. stage, important at high frequencies.

Only an aggregate of about 350 command receivers were built in the ranges 9-13.5, 13.5-20 and 20-27 mc, with the 9-13.5 mc set seeing only production of 46 units in 1941-42, under RAV nomenclature.

Although this total seems small beside the million-set out-pouring of receivers in other bands from 1941 until 1945 and later, the author has seen these high-frequency sets in the surplus market from time to time. They are capable of the same excellent performance as the more common units, except for the upper end of the 20-27 mc area, where sensitivity with the original single 12SK7 r.f. stage is inadequate by present standards.
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In another article the author will cover conversions of the common command receivers to the h.f. bands using original engineering data to provide accurate, tracked tuning and sensitivity.

There has been an impression that a 9-18 mc receiver was built in small quantities. Design records and military archives show only that the Signal Corps considered such a band for air-ground liaison, but that no design work was ever undertaken. It is possible that a 9-18 mc unit was put together at Wright Field for test use, but none were ever manufactured.

A 30-40 mc receiver was built in England from a BC-455 command set by Eighth Air Force radio men. It was to receive the then-current British instrument landing signals, but a design proposal for such a receiver was killed in Washington.

A special keyer, built to work with early British equipment, was known as the “pipsqueak,” BC-608. It keyed the command transmitter in a special code for identification-friend-or-foe by ground direction-finding stations. About 500 BC-608 units were built before radar transponders outmoded the system.

The Navy, in 1943, modified 300 Command receivers, and 450 transmitters, for optional crystal control. The program, undertaken by the Navy Research Lab, was dropped when the more stable AN/ARC-5 equipment came out. Although the modification was successful, it still required manual tuning to the vicinity of the desired signal.

Both 200-580 kc and 3.5-7 mc receivers were built during 1939 for the Air Corps, on a test basis, by Aircraft Radio Corporation; they were never manufactured in quantity.

After the v.h.f. bands were opened to military use, the first American-designed set to operate above 100 mc was a Western Electric-built command prototype for the SCR-274-N system. The BC-695 receiver and the BC-699 transmitter were crystal-controlled, manually-tuned units in the 100-156 mc band. They were made only in test quantities. Motor tuning was added in 1943 and the crystal v.h.f. SCR-274-N sets were eventually built as BC-942 (receiver) and BC-950 (transmitter).

About 1,000 sets of these units were built for the Army before the Navy took over the contract, re-naming the units R-28/ARC-5 and T-23/ARC-5. The latter was modified to work with the MD-7/ARC-5 modulator, but both units resembled the SCR-274-N sets in most details. A T-126/ARC-5 transmitter was later built which covered any four channels between 100 and 146 mc. (The T-23 was restricted to certain segments of the 100-156 mc band.)

The Aircraft Radio Corporation tunable v.h.f. sets were bought late in the war, and designated R-112 and R-113 and T-89 and T-90/ARC-5. No more than 200 were made. Many still lie in dusty corners of surplus dealers' shelves, by-passed in part because they are hard to identify as part of the more common equip- 
Designed in 1947, this A.R.C. type 17 navigation set was a low frequency "omni" receiver, using the R-23-A command receiver from the AN/ARC-5 command set. The converter on the right derived the navigation information from the audio signal of the R-23-A. A glideslope could be fed to the cross-pointer as well.

This is a photo of the interior of a Navy PBY patrol plane taken in July 1942 by the Martin Co. It shows an ATA/ARA command set and a ZA installation. The ZA "localizer" is on the left; it took the audio signal from the 190-550 kc command receiver and filtered the 90-150 cycle modulation to give course information. The 93 mc ZA glidescope receiver is on the right. A self-contained portion of the system, it provided information on the pilot's cross-pointer instrument.

Extremely stable AN/ARC-5 communications receivers were set and lock-tuned to tactical frequencies by this 28 volt crystal frequency meter, O-4/ARC-5.

ment. These sets covered the 100-156 mc band in two parts; 100-125 and 125-156 mc.

Another receiver, the ZB, was closely associated with the command sets. This was a homing unit for carrier planes which may have saved this country a year or more of fighting in the Pacific. Without it, the Battle of Midway and the other carrier fights could not have been won.

Even in peacetime, using radio direction finders, the Navy had been losing carrier planes which could not find their ships after over-the-horizon flights. In wartime, communications silence would have made carrier flying suicidal. The little ZB set picked up 246 mc signals, too high in frequency to be detected by the Japanese. Transmitted by a rotating, directional yagi antenna on the carrier, the signal was keyed in 15 degree segments to indicate homing azimuths.

To make the ZB system even more secure, the signals were double-modulated, the second frequency falling in the 540-1240 kc area. The ZB thus was a tuned radio frequency u.h.f. "tuner" which attached to the 520-1,500 kc band command receiver. So successful was the device that the old DU loop, designed to attach to the command receiver loop terminals was made obsolete before the war began.

The ZB became AN/ARR-1 under joint nomenclature, and was used by the Army to some extent with radiocompass receivers. It was superseded by the AN/ARR-2, a set which fit the command receiver rack and carried its own low-frequency and audio channels. It still used a t.r.f. u.h.f. front end.

The original ZB and AN/ARR-1 adapters had been powered through special plugs on the front of the appropriate command receivers. The Army Air Corps bought the BC-946, broadcast band receiver, strictly to work with the ZB, and original BC-946 receivers all carried the FT-310 adapter for this purpose.

The ZA was also used with the command sets. An instrument landing system, it was the first operational, all-weather landing aid, and it led the way to the current world standard ILS.

The ZA used a pair of transmitters for "localizer" information. One was modulated at 90 cycles, the other at 150 cycles. The centerline of the runway was marked by the point where the two signals were equalized. The carrier frequency fell in the 190-550 kc band of the command set. In the plane the ZA audio filter split the output from the receiver into left and right indications, shown on a cross-pointed instrument on the pilot's panel. At the same time a 93 mc glideslope fed height information through a separate receiver, controlling the second needle on the panel. The MX-19 adapter in the command receiver series was part of the ZA hookup.

The ZA was later outmoded by the SCS-151 ILS system, which had a 108 mc "localizer" and a straight-line 333 mc glideslope. Despite its demise during WW II, the ZA made its mark as the first successfully-tested aircraft carrier blind landing system (1935) and was an important...
aid at fog-bound Navy patrol bases in 1940-42. Its development was chiefly Navy. Engineering and production was carried out by the Washington Institute of Technology and the Air Track Corporation, of College Park, Maryland.

A third navigation component was the BC-1159, a compass-modulator built under sub-contract to Stewart-Warner Corp., for the Air Corps. Also known as the AN/ARA-1, the set fit a receiver rack next to a low-frequency command receiver. Attached mechanically by a geared linkage through the tuning shaft, the AN/ARA-1 provided loop and compass circuits for automatic direction finding, a concept much cherished by the Army.

Only about 500 BC-1159's were made, according to Signal Corps records. Its small iron-core loop, a German invention, was designed here by Dr. Polydoroff, of Chicago. The loop design later was adapted to the AN/ARN-6 and most subsequent RDF units used until quite recently in commercial aviation.

Although not a military design, the R-13 v.h.f. receiver was bought postwar by the military for navigation work as AN/ARN-30. Aircraft Radio Corp. engineers Paul Farnham, Norman Anderson and Dr. Paul King had redesigned the R-112/ARC-5 and added the B-10 converter, for reception of the new C.A.A. "omni," in 1946. Together the receiver and converter made up the Type 15, the first commercial omni set for v.h.f. air navigation.

The R-13 was an improved version of the wartime AN/ARC-5 receiver, with extensive use of ceramic dielectrics and lctal tubes. The 15 mc i.f. transformers were modified from the brasswire wartime units to provide a higher Q, narrower bandpass. Equipped with a dial, the R-13 closely resembled AN/ARC-5 equipment, but was generally produced in a gray paint job. The R-13 was part of an "omni" navigation set; the companion R-15 was a communications version. Generally the only difference between the two involved care to avoid unwanted phase reversals in the navigation version. About 2,500 R-13 sets were made through 1949, when the design was radically overhauled and crystal control instituted.

A low-frequency omni, Type 17, was built in very small numbers in 1947, but suffered from phase-reversal due to night effect, and was dropped.

Briefly, both omnis provided multiple "tracks" inbound or outbound from the station in much the way a lighthouse gives azimuth indications. While the rotating beam of light turns, another flashes as the revolving beam passes through north. At one revolution per minute, an observer can find his compass bearing to the station by timing the delay between the flash and the arrival of the beam.

On the omnirange, the reference "flash" is a stable-phase signal and the "revolving beam" is a varying phase signal "rotating" at 30 cycles per second.

Aircraft Radio Corp. also built an R-19 receiver, covering 118-148 mc, much like the R-15 and R-13, but all three, in later versions, were made without dials, and designed to be tuned remotely. The T-11 and T-13 transmitters were part of this postwar equipment, and provided low-power v.h.f. communications in the 118-148 mc area.

The AN/ARC-60 set used the R-19 receiver and a "transverter," the TV-10, which transmitted in the 228-258 mc band and converted u.h.f. signals into the R-19. It was widely used in Army aircraft in the 1950's.

Although not strictly a part of the Type K command line, the AN/ARC-39, made in the early 1950's, used a great number of command components. It was a transceiver covering the 2-9 mc band in 12 crystal-controlled channels. About 400 were made. The set had an i.f. of 750 kc.

Aircraft Radio Corp. built several interesting items of test gear out of command equipment, including a 10-20 kc variable oscillator and a 6-13 mc oscillator in receiver cases. JAN units included a two-crystal frequency meter, O-4/ARC-5 used to set lock-tuned receivers. A receiver test set, #7869, was also built for field test work.

Other little-known components included the TN-6/ARC-5, a loading coil for the 500-2,100 kc transmitters, and the RE-16/ARC-5, a coax relay for the v.h.f. transmitters, (ARC at first tried an iron-core loading coil in the LF transmitters, but went to the external unit to save weight.)

The rare T-89 and T-90 transmitters are still occasionally found. These use a v.f.o. plus multiplier stages with 832A tubes and the same sort of antenna coupling and final tank tuning as the h.f. sets. A crystal calibration arrangement was also used as in the more common units.

Of all of these accessories, the AN/ARR-2 probably represents the best surplus bargain. At prices ranging from $35 without tubes, to $6 in excellent shape, this little set can be used as a broadcast band receiver, a fairly sharp 200 kc i.f. strip, or a v.h.f. double-conversion receiver. Ken Grayson wrote up one conversion in the August, 1959 CQ. The present author has additional conversion data on this set which he plans to put together in the near future for CQ readers.

The R-13, R-15, and R-19 v.h.f. receivers, tuning from 108 to 148 mc, represent the cream of the postwar command gear. Capable of sensitivity of less than 1 microvolt, stable, and with extreme tuning accuracy, these make top-quality 2-meter receivers at prices ranging around $30.